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Release 2.24.10

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

IQ-2712 broadbean no longer supporting integrated browser

IQ-2761 Collabora mail merge getting out of sync

IQ-2767 Clean up questionnaire 'ExpiryStatus'

IQ-2779 Images on jobrunner forms seems not to have been implemented in anywhere.

IQ-2793 Changing State from Sec Ag to Current not clearing the Sec Ag fields

IQ-2804 tempdesk \(expiry dates\) top panel background colour wrong

IQ-2805 space needed on timesheet→processing data field

IQ-2815 new temppayband fields give error if unticked.

IQ-2819 Push notification stopped working \(template text not being passed across to job\)

IQ-2822 job runner not evaluating field switches

IQ-2838 iqbankscan shouldnt have any message dialogs, maybe?

IQ-2844 Searching in general settings

IQ-2847 change trigger on tagid re whitespace

IQ-2848 standalone broadbean not setting advertidon 'advert check' button

IQ-1094 Optimisations for Person Selector - Form Variables

IQ-1439 Success Board - for all to see - celebrate nos of activities acchieved.

IQ-1453 Booking Holiday - warn if a shift booked on that day? or in a current placement?

IQ-1510 Re-vamp of TempYear and associated functions \+ JOB

IQ-1734 Divisionalise the Nom Code segments in dropdown when linked to consultant

IQ-1751 Predictive Searching Investigations

IQ-2022 Questionnaire Previewer
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IQ-2083 Look at a away of controlling db server processor affinity

IQ-2222 Work through fields that have a default that is not set to be null

IQ-2336 Method of bulk resending invoices as a background process

IQ-2432 Allow Perm invoices to call Invoice Complete function

IQ-2446 E-Timesheets Expenses supported with Images

IQ-2448 Wiki area for IQX Licence details

IQ-2581 Charts - refresh on dashboard

IQ-2612 Hol Pay Calc Form - Complete Timesheet button -what to do for Anywhere Hourly Hol Pay

IQ-2654 Stop Multi-Role AWR placements existing - hangover from early AWR dev

IQ-2670 Place for a user to manage Shifts in Progress - switchable

IQ-2675 DBUpdate - see if indexes and foreign keys can have structure checked rather than replaced
if already exist.

IQ-2685 Extend send invoice bulk sending to ordinary bulk emailing/textings as notifications so good

IQ-2714 Record changes not being logged in Changedate

IQ-2730 Community Invoicing from shifts \(Pulse\)- JournalQuantity

IQ-2741 Function to override the Send Invoice address - to give accounts a way to intercept emails
and add to them

IQ-2742 Send Invoices - be able to attach documents before sending out

IQ-2745 Timesheet - Billed to not be allowed to be null AND have an index

IQ-2747 deep link for clients

IQ-2748 trengo

IQ-2749 investigate speed issue on changing desk \(tempdesk\)

IQ-2751 Deeplink going on a general setting switch

IQ-2755 Idea of sending a Shift list to confirm in html email body rather than spreadsheet

IQ-2759 Temp Desk Filters Issue - IQXanywhere

IQ-2762 Allow editing of shift Order Reason all the way. Currently fixed on shift entry

IQ-2786 Investigate adding method to Ad Hoc for recording units used
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IQ-2789 Payroll P45 problem found at Pulse Transfer batch not being set so trigger did not work

IQ-2796 Notifications - Sending CVs contact event

IQ-2800 Selectors - means of some bulk assigning of main fields from selector

IQ-2801 GF Clone - Custom Columns on Temp Desk when All Desks selected

IQ-2802 copyright date changing from 2023 to 2024

IQ-2807 Paybands = move Sort Order to next to Flag

IQ-2810 Charts improvements - New Fields to analyse by

IQ-2811 Charts Improvements - basic vacancy revenue forecast

IQ-2812 Charts Improvements - role to say who can create new charts

IQ-2813 Limit pay bands to those in rate scheme

IQ-2816 blobstore dbupdates

IQ-2818 General Setting Email/Telephony 430 to be split for SMS

IQ-2820 Warning message when posting a manual invoice

IQ-2821 Miles column on person and client selectors

IQ-2823 add font sizing to report builder \(sql\)

IQ-2824 Fix for IQ-1517 to also be included in this build

IQ-2825 New jobrunner attribute to SendEmail to send to EmailToSend table

IQ-2827 GF - DeepLink - Standard job bases for various scenarios

IQ-2831 Shift Invoicing - add Select All button, that will also obey filter

IQ-2832 adding emails to temporary table to send out later

IQ-2833 sending web reference via sendemail \(and notifications\)

IQ-2837 Vacancy - Shifts view applicant field not wide enough

IQ-2839 Ability to add alert in fast new

IQ-2841 CLONE - Amendments to CC

IQ-2842 Shape Integration - SxP, Payslips, P60s, P45

IQ-2845 Tidy up Vac Rates view when Modify Screen - Margins is ticked
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IQ-2849 CLONE - Exchequer - Additional Button for Person Record

IQ-2814 can view extra documents from tempdesk.
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